GPS: 49°13´8.673´´N, 13°26´22.955´´E

A major tourist attraction is the Vlčí jámy trail, which wends through the surrounding countryside
of Petrovice. There you can find an interesting remnant of the past - traps for catching wolves.
The traps are cylindrical in shape, about 4 metres deep and 1.5 metres wide and were walled with
th
dry-stone found locally. Very interesting too is the fortress in Svojšice of the 14 century, which in the
th
17 century was converted into a granary, and was built beside the baroque estate. At present you
can view a gallery of local artists. In Svojšice you can also see curious signs, which will introduce you
to the interesting places and personalities of this community. You can spend beautiful summer days
and rest and relax in the local sports complex at the fire reservoir. Tennis courts are waiting sports
fans - and there is a dense network of cycle paths and hiking trails. You can take a wonderful trip to
a nature park Kochanov, where, apart from the beautiful countryside you can see a bier, indicating
a very old custom associated with harsh winters and isolation of the Bohemian populace. In Petrovice
you will find accommodation and catering facilities and everything you need to spend pleasant
summer and winter holidays.
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Petrovice village is situated in the Šumava foothills on the edge of the nature park Kochánov, 10 km
from Sušice town. The first inhabitants of the region were Celtic gold-panners, who penetrated
the land along the river Volšovka as far as Pstružný stream. Here and there there are still remnants
of old panning debris. The biggest landmark of Petrovice is the church of Saints Peter and Paul with
its 13th century Romanesque tower, standing on the site of the former Romanesque castle. The point
of interest is that in medieval times it was fortified with high stone walls and battlements with a Gothic
gate with a broken pediment, which has survived to this day. In the church there are copies
of paintings of the twelve apostles by Peter Brandl. The oldest part Petrovice, the lower square, dates
th
th
from the 12 - 13 century and is of Slavic origin. About 14 wooden houses were laid out in the shape
of a horseshoe, which was enclosed on the eastern side of the road to Sušice. In the northwest,
the houses we built onto the church battlements. The Baroque chapel is dedicated to St. John
of Nepomuk; it is located in the lower village, and was built in the 18th century. Nearby Petrovice there
is the Hrnčíř hill, where there used to be a fort with a farmyard. According to local legend, the rock
contains a gold treasure, which has still not been found. Every year on Good Friday the rock opens,
but the treasure has not yet been claimed.
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